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ANNEX 2
Vessel Certification

INTERNATIONAL MERCHANT MARINE REGISTRY OF BELIZE

"IMMARBE"
REGISTRATION OF MECRCHANT SHIPS A M . 1989
PERMANENT PATENT OF NAVIGATION
NAME OF VESSEL

REMA

I

CALLLETTERS

REGISTRATlON

I

NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNERS

LTD.

PREVlOUS NATIONALITY

PRE VlOUS NAME

TYPE OF RADIO EQUIPMENT:

HOUSE

ENTITY RESPONSlBLE FOR RADIO ACCOUNTS:

m

OF ENTITY
RES PONSIBLE FOR RADIO ACCOUNTS:

RESIDENT AGENT

e

HALCYON SHIPPING LTD.

DATE OF ISSUANCE

Vested thereupon by Registration of Merchant Ships

Tho
Act, 1989

?

I
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J

~Vessel Certification

INTERNATIONAL MERCHANT MARINE REGISTRY OF BELIZE

MINIMUM SAFE MANNlNG CERTIFICATE
Issued i n accordance with Regulation
of SOLAS taking into account
t h e Principles of safe Manning as contained in IMO
A.

MANNING COMPLEMENT

CONDITIONS:
'Short Voyages as defined in SOLAS Regulation III/3.16.

One Deck Officer
operator.

bold a general or restricted certificate as radio/telephone

Owner is responsible to ensure compliance with the provisions of the STCW 95 Convention. in
particular Regulation VIII/I and VIII/2 and Sections A-VIII/I and
for Duty and Watchkeeping arrangements and principles to be obse

Issued at Beltze City

this19 day of

February, 1998

Certificate expires 18 day of February, 2000
CONTROL

19.
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ANNEX 3
Coastguard SAR Operational Report
INCIDENT ACTION REPORT
Part 1 - Incident Prologue

UIIN

BT0092

District HUMBER MRSC

25/04/19

Start time 02:21

Finish date 28/04/19

Finish time 15:13

Start date

Part 2 - Casualty
Call sign Name
V3UDG

Duration (hours)
Initi al Position
5442N

Port of registry

Found Position

00008W

Nationality
NOT KNOWN

REMA

85 37

Length
68

GRT
748

Part 3 - Details of Casualty
MERCHANT VESSEL

SU NK

ON PASSAGE

Mode of propulsion

Preliminary Evaluation of Incident

INBOARD DIESEL

OTHER

of any Court or Tribunal.

-

Part 4 Nature of incd to person

Part 6 - Incident Classification

DISTRESS(MAYDAY/SOS) VHF

MRCC/MRSC

HUMBER MRSC

I

I

Part 9 - Distress picked up initially by non-UK

Part 10 - Distress received by co-ordinating MRC

I
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W. N. LINDSAY (STEVEDORES) Ltd.
TELEX 53588
FAX No. 01289 306101

DIRECTORS
A. Irving, F.I.C.S.
I. S. Dougal, C.A., G. A. Lindsay
J. N. Lindsay, B.A.
J. A. Scott, MA., F.C.A.

1 DOCK ROAD

REGISTERED IN SCOTLAND No. 43806
at
GLADSMUIR GRANARY
TRANENT EH33 1EJ

TWEEDMOUTH

TELEPHONE NUMBERS
01289 306209

BERWICK-UPON-TWEED
TD15 2BG

After Business Hours
A. Irving
01289 308741
DUTY MOBILE
0370 651 156

AI/PNR

The Captain.
m.v. 'REMA'
Berwick-upon-Tweed.
23rd April, 1998.

Dear Sir,

m.v. 'REMA' - BERWICK/TERNEUZEN
We would be obliged if you would sign the attached duplicate letter
acknowledging that your vessel's cargo has been loaded, stowed and
trimmed according to your instructions and you are satisfied with
the stability of the vessel throughout the forthcoming voyage, also
receipt of One Original Bill of Lading, Form TC12 and a copy of the
manifest and Pro-Forma Invoice.

.............
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Type of Assistance

Station

Assisted

Rescued

Bodies
Recovered

MF DSC

HUMBER MRSC

0

0

0

MF RADIO

HUMBER MRSC

0

0

0

VHF DSC

HUMBER MRSC

0

0

0

VHF D E

HUMBER MRSC

0

0

0

VHF RADIO

HUMBERMRSC

0

0

0

COASTGUARD SM

WHITBY

0

0

0

COASTGUARD BURT

SCARBOROUGH

0

0

0

COASTGUARD CRV

SCARBOROUGH

0

0

0

VHF RADIO

SCARBOROUGH

0

0

0

VHF RADIO

WHITBY

0

0

0

Type of Assistance

Assisted

Rescued

Bodies
Recovered

MERCHANT VESSEL

0

0

0

RAF S A R HELO

0

0

0

RNLI AWB

0

0

0

BT CRS

0

0

0

POLICE

0

.0

0

0

0

0

FWA

-

Part 13a Survivors
Male 0-12 13-19 20+
0

0

Post Town

Female 0-12 13-19 20+ Total

0

0

0

0

0

Part 13b - Lives lost
Male 0-12 13-19 20+ Female 0-12 13-19 20+ Total PostTown

4

0

0

0

4

CASTLEFORD/

Staff hours

RMT
0.00

DRC
0.00

DC
20.00

DDC/OM
2.00

WM
30.00

wo
40.00

CWA
40.00

SM
8.00

ACG
8.00
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Resources
I

Service

Called

Tasked

Proceeded

On Scene

Released

LB 47008

25 1752

25 1752

25 1752

******

2520 19

LB 37008

251003

25 1003

25 1003

251201

25 1.549

MPCU 405

251339

251351

251358

251358

251438

MV L A W

251421

25 1421

25 1421

25 1643

25 1800

MV LDCV

251417

25 1417

251417

25 1626

251831

MV MWVV6

25 1420

251120

25 1420

251800

25 1931

MV V2LQ

25 1427

25 1427

25 1427

251619

252035

R128 AIR

250718

2507 18

250744

250755

251113

25 1508

R128 AIR

250240

250240

250244

250331

250524

250557

R131 AIR

250448

250148

250438

2505 12

250752

250854

25035s

250712

250712

I

Returned

******

251831

I

SC BURT

250342

250342

250351

SC LB

250414

250414

250427

250603

251424

25 1623

TEES ALB

251353

251353

251400

251514

******

252019

WY LB

250239

250242

250305

250355

******

252019

r
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r

Summary Narrative

At 022 1 the Belize registered M V Rema broadcast a Mayday on VHF ch16 its position approximately
22 miles NE of Whitby. A search of the
using RNLI lifeboats, RAF helicopters and several
Merchant vessels located the wreck of the vessel but its 4 crew were not found and considered to have
perished with the vessel.

Incident Narrative

A Mayday call was heard at MRSC Humber at 2.50221 from the vessel giving callsign and position
only, with no indication of what
the distress situation was.The call was immediately answered . but no response gained from the
vessel.The position of 54 42N 008 00W was plotted and checked against a DF bearing from the Whitby
aerial. The position determined was approximately 2 lnm North East from Whitby.Mayday relays were
promulgated from MRSC Humber but no response was forthcoming.
Investigationsrevealed that the vessel's name was REMA, a coaster on passage from Berwick to
Terneuzen in Holland. carrying a
cargo of redstone (an aggregate used in road making). The crew numbers were difficult to ascertain but
probably four or five.
Whitby lifeboat and Rescue 128. sea king from Leconfield. were tasked to the incident arriving on
scene at 0355 and 033 1
respectively. On arriving on scene R128 reported an object in the water, which when investigated
turned out to be an overturned
liferaft. There was also a number of lifebelts and a large oil slick in the area. The lifebelts were left in
the water to give an indication of
drift. Scarborough Coastguard were tasked to man the landing site for the helicopter in case any
survivors were located.
As initial searches were proving fruitless ScarboroughLifeboat was tasked to join the search and a
second helicopter to relieve
R128 requested from RCC Kinloss. The Mayday relay was constantly updated and broadcast on VHF,
MF(2 182). VHF DSC and MFDSC but still no response was made by any vessels. Search areas were
calculated on SARIS and checked against known data from
the positions of the lifebelts.
During the search various pieces of debris were located and taken on board the lifeboats, but no
personnel were located.
Rescue 131 from Boulmer relieved R128 and continued the search in concert with Whitby and
Scarborough Lifeboats. Although the
Mayday relays were frequently broadcast no further assistance was offered. MAIB and MPCU were
informed of the incident and
frequent Sitreps and a POLREP sent. CGHQ Press office informed of a major incident and kept updated
as the search progressed.
The area surrounding the oil slick and lifebelts was thoroughly and effectivelysearched by the
helicopters and lifeboats. Atlantic 405
the MPCU aircraft also assisted to ascertain the extent of pollution.
R13 1 was subsequently relieved by R128 with a new crew on board and the helicopter search
continued until the end of the third assest's fuel endurance at 1113. Various pieces of debris were
located including a survival suit marked M/S Fivel. Investigations
revealed that this was a previous name of the REMA.
Further lifeboatswere tasked to the search area. one 47-008on passage and Teesmouth lifeboat. At
1407 in response to another
Mayday relay four merchant vessels responded Rolf Buck. Sydstraum. Bikanes and Asperity. These
were all taasked to the area to assist in the search.
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Throughout the search various objects that had come from the sunken vessel were being located
including mooring ropes. cabin doors. lifebelts. a gemini, and the liferaft.
The search was continued until twilight when after consultation with Regional Management the
search was terminated. and all
units were released. During the day liaison was maintained with the Police regarding the missing crew
members who were English
and with Clare Chappel at the press office. Problems were encountered regarding the number of crew
members as the crew lists
did not seem to tally with information received from relatives. however this was resolved during the
day.
Altogther some 17hrs were spent searching for the missing crew members in water temperatures
where survival was estimated at
three hours.

On the 26th THV PATRICIA located a wreck in approximately the given position but was unable
to confirm whether it was the REMA. Atlantic 405 checked for further pollution. As S A R involvement
had ceased the incident was passed to MAIB for further
investigation in liaison with the Belize authorities

M I SMC
CLOSED
Mike Bill

28/04/1998

DDC I OM
CLOSED
Tony Ellis

RMT

DC

29/04/1998 CLOSED
Keith Vardy

01/05/1908

CLOSE
D HARDING

07/05/1998

Copies of Cargo Shippers Comments

ANNEX 4
Copies of Cargo Shippers Comments

a

a

Inspectorate Griffith Ltd
Grange Dock Sou h Grangemouth Stirlingshire FK3
Scotland
Td:
777980 For: 01324 474400

IP
a

CERTIFICATE No.

E

7 3 65

CERTIFICATE 4 OF INSPECTION OF VESSEL'S HOLDS

Ref. No.

Date:

343.00766

24 April 1998

In pursuance of an order. received, requesting us to carry out the
instructions summerized as under:!

HOLD INSPECTION
of a consignment design ated as:-

Description o f goods

Loaded to
Loaded at

2-5mm 'HardenRedstone chippings'
349.920 Tonnes in bulk
5-8mm 'Harden Redstone Chippings’
572.560 Tonnes in bulk
M.V."REMA"

Berwick-Upon-Tweed
23 April 1998
Terneuzm
Destination
922.480 Metric Tonnes
Total Bill of Lading Weight
Previous Cargo
: MaltingBarley
On/Between

We certify as follows:In accordance with instr uctions we attended on board the above mentioned
vessel prior to commencement of loading and at the time of our inspection the
holds were found to be clean, free from extraneous matter, suitable for the
transportation of "Harc en Redstone Clippings".

TE GRFFITH LTD.
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VICE CONSULATE
DENMARK

ALSO

LOWEETOFT
AND
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SHIPS AGENTS

SHIPPING. CHARTERING 7 FORWARDING AGENTS

5 ST. ANNS FORT, KING’S LYNN. PE30 1 QS
TELEPHONE: 883 772661
7 774849

T SHIPPING

I

& 871451

TELEX:

FAX: 01

Our

3rd September,

IT MAY CONCERN

WITHOUT PREJUDICE

Re: M.V. REMA e t Klng‘s

and 25.03.1998

With reference t o the above vessel which loaded cargoes of Brewing Malt a t
Lynn on the above dates, on both
we acted eo ships agent
but also, as part o f our service t o the Shippers, we inspected the hold before
loading

.

In view o f the foregoing,
Confirm that the hold was kept in a good and
clean condition free from any obvious obstructions or debris. The brewing
malt is dried and prepered to a very high specification and therefore we would
not allow loading t o
if the hold was found to be unfit and not
watertight

.

Yours faithfully,
for. S & BT SHIPPING LIMITED

Carriage Conditionsas per The British International FreightAssociation, Copy on application.
OS

Registered No. 1049760 England

A. H. G.
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K

U

R

T

A.
&

10.09.1998

Person in charge Mr
I

re:

MV

E

"REMA"

reference t o your toady’s request we herewith would l i k e t o
confirm that the loaded
Flaking Grits which Were bound for
Goole were in usual good condition prior loading. Before loading
we (SGSwas not ordered by us) have inspected the hold and found
i t in goad order and condition t o carry those goods. Of course,
we didn't check any technical items of the vessel.
With

I f you need further assistance please let us know.
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ECC INTERNATIONAL EUROPE - ECC PORTS
HOLD INSPECTION. REPORT
..... INITIAL INSPECTIONDate

VESSEL.

35....
.............. DISCHARGE PORT ........................ ..
The

LOAD PORT .....

PASSED CLEAN FOR LOADING: Date.. .

.

....

TYPE OF VESSEL: Singledecker /shelter decker/Tween decker/Boxhold

NUMBER OF HOLDS

.....

.

Time........
17,............
05
.

.................

HOLD CONDITION:

Good Clean Paint
ned free from previous cargo
residue; loose rust, loose paint etc,

HATCH CONDITION:

Good Clean Paint
Cleaned free from previous cargo
residue loose rust, loose paint etc.

'

CEILING CONSTRUCTON:
CEILING CONDITION:

Goa Clean Paint
Cleaned free from previousCargo
residue loose rust, loose paint etc.

................... :. ...........
............................................................................................
WORK INSTRUCTED BY HOLD INSPECTORS

If not passed for loading, estimated time/date for readiness:

......................................................................................

....

INSPECTOR

.........

.....................

ECC INTERNATIONAL EUROPE undertake and report Hold Inspections as an advisory service

only and do not relieve the shipowner of responsibilities for the preparation of the cargo space for
the safe carriage of the cargo as required by the Charter Party.
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W. N. LINDSAY (STEVEDORES) LTD.
1 Dock Road, Tweedmouth, Bewick-upon-TweedTD15 266
Telephone : 0289 306209

Telex : 53588

TIME SHEET I STATEMENT OF FACT

Vessel :

m.v.

Voyage From : BERWICK-UPON-TWEED

'REMA'
Cargo : REDSTONE CHIPPINGS

To : TERNEUZEN

Arrived :

22.4.98

1330 Hrs

First High Water after Arrival :

23.4.98

0036 Hrs

Berthed,:

22.4.98

1350 Hrs

Notice Given :

22.4.98

1400 Hrs

Time Commences to Count :

As per C/P

:

Commenced
Loading :

:

Completed
Loading :

I Loaded :

Quantity

22.4.98

1500 Hrs

23.4.98

1115 Hrs

922.480 tonnes

Sailed :

WORK ANALYSIS
DAY :

DATE :

22.4.98

FROM :

1500 Hrs
0700 Hrs

TO :

REMARKS :

1700 Hrs
1115 Hrs

I
w. N. LINDSAY
BERWICK-UPON-TWEED.

m.v.
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CODE NAME

,CUIIlUlY

BILL OF
OF LADING

Shipper

T i l c o n (North) Limited.
p.c. Box 5 ,
F e l l Bank, B i r t l e y ,

B/L N o

I
"
TO BE USED WITH
CHARTER-PARTIES
ARTIEs

Reference No

Durham.
LINDSAY (STEVEDORES) LIMITED
DOCK ROAD, TWEEDMOUTH
BERWICK-UPON-TWEED
ENGLAND UK. TD15 2BG

Consignee

‘ORDER’

Telephone: 01289-306209
Telex: 53588
Fax: 01289-306101

Notifyaddress

'De Hoop' BV.
Terneuzen,

Holland.

Port of loading

Vessel

m.v.
Port of

discharge

Shipper's description of goods

A Cargo of 2

-5

A Cargo of 5

-

Gross weight

'Harden Redstone Chippings' i n bulk of

349.920 t o n n e s

8 m 'Harden Redstone Chippings' i n b u l k of

572.560 t o n n e s

mm

922.480 t o n n e s

(Nine Hundred and Twenty Two point Four Eight Zero Tonnes)

' C L E A N

ON

BOARD'

(of which

on deck at Shipper'srisk. the Carrier not
being responsible lor loss or damage howsoever arising)

I

SHI

Freight payable as per
CHARTER-PARTY dated

FREIGHT ADVANCE.
Received on account of freight:

Time used for loading

days

hours

FOR CONDITIONS OF CARRIAGE SEE OVERLEAF

Freightpayable at
Number of original Bs/L

c.15
NO 01712515341
by

76

of The

1296
and

E

p p D at the Port of Loading in apparent good order and
condition on board thevessel lorcarriage to the Port
of Discharge or so near thereto as she may safely get the goods
specified above.
Weight. measure. quality. quantity, condition, contents a n d value
unknown.
IN WITNESS whereof the Master or Agent of the said Vessel has signed
the number of Bills of Lading indicated below all of this tenor and date,
any one of which being accomplished the others shall be void.

P

Signature

d

issue
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SHIP LOADING RECORD, 2
BERWICK - SHIP
CUSTOMER ...........

.

.......................................

DATE LOADED......
AGREED LOADING PATTERN, SIGNED..,..
(IN ORDER OF SIZE

ACTUAL LOADING.

AGENT

FOR TlLCON

DEPARTURE DATE.....

.....................................

SIGNED................

.....................................
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ANNEX 5
Salvage Association Report

THE SALVAGE
ASSOCIATION
I N C O R P O R A T E D B Y ROYAL CHARTER 1867

INSTRUCTION DATE
CASE NO.

1430704

SURVEY REPORT N O .
DATE

July 1998

:

:

NA/ 1 107/ 1

1

HEAD OFFICE
BANKSIDE HOUSE
107/ 112 LEADENHALL STREET
LONDON EC3A 4AP
PHONE: +44 (0)171 648 2800
FAX:
+44 (0)171 648 2874
TELEX: 94017187 (SALV G)
CABLE: WRECKAGE

November 1998

T H I S IS T O C E R T I F Y
that at the request of the General Manager of The Salvage Association and on behalf
of the Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB) flooding calculations have
been carried out to assist the investigation into the loss of the 748 G T general cargo
vessel

REMA”

“

which sank off the coast of England on
April 1998 whilst on passage from
Berwick to Terneuzen, Holland, carrying a cargo of redstone chippings.

Flooding Calculations
on the
“REMA”
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1. INTRODUCTION
An ROV diving survey carried out in June 1998 at the reported position of the
wreck found the “Rema” lying upright and largely intact on a reasonably level mud
sea-bed in about 60m depth of water. Obvious damage to the hull included the
crushing of the upper portion of the bow, two indents on the bulwark above the
transom, and one indent on the starboard side of the hull in way of the engineroom aft. Most of the cargo hatch pontoons had buckled inwards roughly at their
mid-span, and it appeared that many of the vertical frames within the hold had been
bent at their base and top in way of the tank-top and the main deck. The only other
obvious damage noted was to the four-bladed propeller: about one-third of the span
from the tips of three of the blades was broken off leaving jagged edges, the fourth
blade being bent but less damaged than the others. No damage to the rudder could
be seen.
Most of the cargo had spilled out of the cargo hold. Evidence suggested that this had
poured through the forward hatch pontoons (these being the only pontoons that
were obviously out of position) whilst the vessel had been inclined very steeply to
the horizontal. With mud found on the stem bar of the bow at forecastle deck level
and behind the anchors, it appeared that the “Rema” must have plunged by the
head, digging the bow into the bottom mud whilst the stern was kept at or near the
surface for some unknown length of time by temporary residual buoyancy. With
most of the hatches in their correct positions, there was no indication of capsize
having occurred during the sinking process.
The crushing of the bow, the indents at other locations, and the collapse of the
hatch pontoons were considered most likely to have been caused either directly or
indirectly by implosion due to pressure of water. Some interplay with suction
effects whilst cargo ran out of the hold may have been involved in the collapse of
the hatch covers. These damages, therefore, appeared to be consequences rather
than causes of the sinking. The damage to the propeller blades, on the other hand,
had this occurred during the final voyage, could indicate that the “Rema” had
touched the ground at some point. It is possible, therefore, that her bottom shell
could have been breached although this could not be seen.
The purpose of this investigation was to perform calculations to explore the extent
of flooding that would be necessary to sink the “Rema” in a manner that was
consistent with the known circumstances of the casualty and the evidence available
from the wreck. If possible, the investigation was to attempt to narrow in on the
position and extent of damage that, at least on the balance of probabilities, is likely
to have been involved.
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Flooding Calculations on the “REMA”

3

2. “REMA” - PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS
The “Rema” was a single hold 748GT, low air-draught bulk carrier / dry cargo
ship, built in Holland in 1976. Figure 1 shows her general arrangement in terms of
main compartments.
Outline of non-watertight superstructure and bulwarks

No.

DBs

No. 3 DBs

No. 2DBs

No. 1 DBs

Deep

Fore

WBT

Peak

Section at forward end of hatch

Length BP
Breadth
Depth
Draught (S)

Figure 1.

59.80m
9.40m
3.80m
3.12m

Main Arrangements of M.V. “Rema”

It can be seen that “Rema” had a substantial ballast capacity. This was of the order
of
of which was in the form of double bottom tanks lying entirely
below the cargo hold.

3. SOFTWARE USED
Hull modelling, hydrostatics, damage stability and progressive flooding calculations
have all been carried out using the WOLFSON UNIT software which is widely
used in the industry. During the course of this investigation some “bugs” were
discovered in the software in certain modes of calculation. These could affect the
descriptions of the stability characteristics GM and GZ for a vessel as presented in
the programs’ output once the equilibrium condition had been found, but do not
affect the underlying balancing algorithms. These problems were reported to the
Wolfson Unit who are presently de-bugging their code. Extensive discussions with
them, however, indicated that the results presented in this report are not likely to
have been affected, and even if they were then only small numerical differences in
the calculated values of GM and GZ would be involved which would not affect the
overall conclusions.
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4. GENERATION OF BODY-PLAN
Only a limited amount of documentation was available for the vessel.
Unfortunately this did not include a body plan, lines plan, or table of hull offsets.
Some structural drawings were available that gave a reasonable definition of the
fore-end. However, no drawings were available giving the shapes of sections at the
aft end, and it was therefore necessary to deduce the likely shape from the General
Arrangement drawing. A body plan was generated and is shown in Figure 2.
Checks against the available hydrostatic data were made and it was considered that
the generated body plan would be sufficiently accurate for the purposes of this
exercise.

5. CHECKING ACCURACY
A grain stability booklet was available. This gave details of the lightweight of the
vessel and normal operating conditions, but only provided information on weights,
vertical centres of weights and resulting mean draughts. No information was
available on longitudinal centres of weights and resulting trim. A diagram of crosscurves of stability was available, but no table of hydrostatics.
The cross curves of stability were checked against the corresponding computer
program output for three different displacement conditions. The maximum error
in the cross-curve parameter KN was found to be 2%. The displacement error for a
light draught condition of 1.3m was found to be 3%, corresponding to
approximately 16 tonnes in 540 tonnes; for a deep draught condition of 3.2m the
displacement error was found to be 1.5%, corresponding to approximately 22
tonnes in 1490 tonnes.

6. ANALYSES & RESULTS

6.1

Estimating Vessel Condition at Time of Initiation of Flooding

The condition of the “Rema” at the time of the initiation of flooding was assumed
to be the same as the departure condition from Berwick since the effects of use of
fuel and water would have been slight. Unfortunately, there was some ambiguity in
the available description of the actual departure condition. It was understood that
before leaving Berwick the master verbally declared a draught of 3.3m to the
Assistant Harbour Master and that the trim at that time may have been about 10cm
by the head. However, no-one ashore officially witnessed or recorded the draught
and trim and thus it was not clear whether the draught declared was the mean
draught or the maximum draught. To cover this ambiguity, in this study both
possibilities have been considered as discussed below.
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Flooding Calculations on the “REMA”
(a)

Possible Departure Condition:- Mean Draught

5

Trim -0.1m

The hydrostatics software provided the total displacement and longitudinal centre
of buoyancy for the vessel corresponding t o this first interpretation of the departure
condition which assumes the declared draught t o be the mean draught and imposes
a trim by the head of 10cm. Knowing the total weight of cargo loaded (923 tonnes),
and estimating the height of the centre of gravity of the cargo from consideration of
its likely geometry when stowed in the available hold space at a stowage factor of
per tonne, it was possible t o deduce a “constant” for the ship’s condition
which would summarise the weight and vertical centre of any unknown items o n
board. This overall calculation and the deduced position of the vessel’s centre of
gravity is shown in Table la.
It can be seen that if the declared draught was the mean draught then there could
have been of the order of 95 tonnes on board that has not been identified. Without
longitudinal centres for the lightship and other items it was not possible t o home in
o n where this weight would have been centred longitudinally. If this unknown
weight was ballast, as a single tank this could correspond roughly to the capacity of
the deep tank forward (capacity approx. 102 tonnes sea-water). Alternatively it
could correspond to one set of double bottom tanks plus the lower fore-peak tank
(total capacity approx. 70 tonnes plus 27 tonnes). For the purposes of the
subsequent stability calculations carried out for this investigation the vertical centre
of gravity of this unidentified weight was assumed to lie at 0.6 of the depth of the
main hull from the keel.

If the mean draught was in fact 3.3m then the vessel would have been deeper than
her summer marks. With this in mind, and in view of the fact that the Harbour
Master would probably have been more concerned with available water under the
deepest part of the keel, it was considered more likely that the declared draught was
actually the maximum draught of the vessel on departure. Such a condition is
examined below.
(b)

Possible Departure Condition:- Mean Draught 3.12m / Trim

A maximum draught of 3.3m could be achieved by a range of combinations of
mean draught and trim. If it is assumed that the vessel was not over-loaded and
that her mean draught was equal to her summer marks at 3.12m then this would
result in the minimum trim condition for the lighter displacement options, i.e.
0.36m by the head. This was considered to be the most likely of the range of
possible alternative interpretations of the declared departure condition and a similar
analysis summary for this condition is given in Table 1b. It can be seen that in this
case the corresponding “constant” is small (actually negative) and does not raise the
suggestion of pre-filled o r pre-flooded spaces.

(c)

Assumed

Condition

For the purposes of presentation in this report the former deeper condition (a)
summarised in Table l a has been taken as the casualty condition. The reason for
this was because this condition exhibited weaker hydrostatic stability characteristics
(although both conditions are actually very strong in this respect) and presented the
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more pessimistic results in the sense here of requiring lesser quantities of flood
water to submerge down-flooding points and to reach the point of sinking. All
tables of results and diagrams of floating attitudes, therefore, are based on this
deeper intact condition of the vessel and brief discussion of the typical differences in
the results of calculations using the lighter possible departure condition is given in
section 6.4.
Figure 3, then, shows pictorially the floating attitude and resulting transverse
stability of the “Rema” in the departure/casualty condition described in Table la.
It can be seen that the vessel would have had appreciable stability, and this would
have been largely influenced by the comparatively low centre of gravity of the
cargo. Since stone chippings tend to have a large angle of repose (of the order of 55
degrees) and as a cargo is not liable to liquefy, it was considered very unlikely that
shifting of cargo would have been involved in any initiating process in the casualty
or, indeed, that it would have contributed in any way to the sinking sequence until
the trim and/or heel had become large.
Figures 1 and 3 show the extent of main hull that was considered water-tight in the
calculations. For trimming by the bow the first positions for possible rapid downflooding was identified as the forward corners of the cargo hatch lying at 5.175m
above the keel line, +3.75m from the centre-line and 19.35m forward of amidships.
In the assumed condition at the time of the initiation of the flooding it can be seen
that the free-board to these down-flooding points would have been 1.84m and the
heel angle required to immerse these points would have been 26 degrees.

6.2

Flooding Scenarios

In this investigation the following combinations of flooding were examined:-

(i)

Flooding of the cargo hold;

(ii)

Flooding of different combinations of the double bottom tanks, always
pessimistically including the flooding of the lower fore-peak tank and the
forward deep ballast tank;

(iii)

Flooding of (i) and (ii) together.

No flooding of spaces aft has been considered in view of the evidence from the
wreck that indicated that the vessel had plunged by the bow. Similarly, flooding of
the forward store space and the upper fore-peak tank (see Figure 1) was not
considered in the flooding scenarios since the evidence from the wreck suggested
strongly that these spaces imploded during the sinking, therefore indicating that
they were largely dry before the final plunging’.

Note that the absence of any obvious implosion damage in way of the lower forward tanks does
not necessarily imply that these spaces, conversely, did fill by flooding at the surface. For it could
be that there was implosion damage to these spaces internally in way of the deck or bulkhead
connections to the spaces above.
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Flooding Calculations

Table 2 summaries the salient flotation and stability characteristics for four cases (A
t o D) of symmetrical flooding involving progressively worse (and arguably less
likely) extents of damage to the bottom of the “Rema” whose intact condition is
illustrated in Figure 3. For each case of free-flooded bottom damage the cargo hold
was then progressively flooded to two identifiable “critical” conditions: (i) the point
where the forward end of the cargo hatch just became submerged (at which point
rapid down-flooding could have occurred had the cargo hatches been disturbed - see
section 6.1); and (ii) the point where the computer program predicted that the
vessel sank. In the latter case the table records the floating attitude, etc., in the
time-step just before the sinking was recorded.
Table 3, similarly, summaries the flotation and stability characteristics for three
cases (E t o G) of asymmetrical bottom damage followed by the same progression of
cargo hold flooding, as in cases A to D above.
In both tables of results “Flooding Time Indices” are included. For each case of
bottom damage these figures represent the time it would take, in hours, t o flood the
hold space from the tanks-flooded condition to each of the two critical conditions
described above with flooding taking place from the sea t o the hold through a
25cm2 aperture located at the forward end of the hold on the starboard side at tanktop level. Obviously this hole size and position is notional and for reference only
since no actual holes have yet been identified in the hull. However, using these
Flooding Time Index figures the actual flooding times for smaller or larger holes
can be determined’. Regarding the sensitivity of this Flooding Time Index t o
position of the hole, the most significant factor here is the initial “head” of water
from the sea into the hold. T o illustrate the effect of this the overall Flooding Time
Index for CASE A3 was recalculated positioning the hole near to the original
waterline and in this situation the Flooding Time Index increased from 24 t o 36.

6.4

Results & Discussion

Examining Tables 2 and 3, the first result to note is that none of the simulations
involving bottom damage alone (i.e. without flooding of the hold) led t o the loss of
the ship. With progressive flooding of the hold occurring thereafter, however, all
simulations ended up with the vessel sinking. Similarly, flooding of the hold alone,
without any flooding of the bottom tanks, led to the vessel sinking in simulation.
It may be inferred, therefore, that in order for the “Rema” to have sunk within the
range of possible flooding scenarios (see section 6.2) flooding of the hold at least
must have been involved.

As flooding time is inversely proportional to the hole area, the time needed to flood the hold
can be scaled from the Flooding Time Index by
through a hole of actual area “A” (in
multiplying by the factor (25/A).
For all other cases it should be noted that the Flooding Time Index does not include the time
taken to flood the tank spaces.
L
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In all flooding simulations carried out it can be seen that the mean draught
progressively increased (as expected of course), as did the trim by the head since
most of the flooding was centred forward of amidships. Figures 4 and 5 show
pictorially the progressive change in attitude of the vessel for CASE A and CASE G
through to the point of sinking. These were considered to be the most likely
flooding scenarios of those considered since they involved the minimum extents of
bottom damage.
For cases of symmetrical damage it can be seen that the heel angle remained zero
throughout the flooding simulations since the total free-surface effects generated
were insufficient to destroy the upright stability of the vessel to the extent of
causing a loll. Generally, though, the stability index GM did tend to reduce as
flooding proceeded: however, some cases showed a slight recovery in GM in the
latter stages and this would be where tanks or compartments approached their
filling points such that the free-surface losses partly disappeared.
An indication of the resilience of the vessel’s transverse stability to flooding was
given by the GZ values at 20 degrees. It can be seen that in all cases the vessel
exhibited a significant range of residual stability even at the point of potential
down-flooding, indicating that whatever was the actual extent of flooding suffered
the vessel was unlikely to have capsized during the sinking. Indeed the progressive
flooding program indicated in all cases that the final sinking of the vessel occurred
by over-trimming and that in the final time-step prior to the sinking the GM value
was positive. This was all in keeping with the physical evidence from the wreck
which indicated that the “Rema”plunged by the head without capsizing.
Looking at specific results it can be seen that if flooding of the hold alone was
involved (CASE A) then it would have taken of the order of 700 tonnes of water
ingress to sink the vessel. If such ingress had taken place through a hole equivalent
to 5cm x 5cm square at tank-top level then this would have taken of the order of 24
hours to occur. It can be seen that of all the damage extents modelled this,
unsurprisingly, required the most water to sink the vessel. The conditions
requiring the least amount of water were CASE C and CASE G and of these CASE
G involved flooding of the least number of tanks, namely, the two forward tanks
plus the starboard side of the No. 1 double bottoms. It can be seen that to sink the
vessel in simulation in these circumstances still required a total ingress of water of
the order of 500 tonnes, although with such damage the total time for sinking to
occur with inflow through a 5cm x 5cm hole was now of the order of 13 hours
taking account of the time taken to flood the tanks as well as the hold.
Addressing the ambiguity surrounding the condition of the ”Rema” at the time of
the casualty (see section 6,1), similar calculations to those above showed that for
each case of bottom damage approximately 5% more total flood water would be
required to sink the vessel had the lower displacement departure condition of Table
1b more closely matched the actual condition at the time of the casualty.
Finally, looking at the floating attitude of the vessel for each damage scenario at the
point where the hatch edge just became submerged (i.e. the point where,
potentially, more rapid down-flooding could have commenced), shows that the
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trim angles4 predicted were not severe. It is plausible, therefore, that only relatively
small changes in trim occurred during the flooding which may have contributed to
the crew not being alerted to there being a problem until it was too late. The
comparatively larger heel angles developing in ‘CASE E and CASE F, however,
could reasonably have been expected to have alerted the crew earlier, at least giving
them time t o abandon ship; since they did not manage t o escape, these scenarios
involving severe asymmetrical flooding can probably be discounted. Being
representative of the remaining scenarios, figures 4 and 5 show that prior t o the
point of possible down-flooding the main deck would have become awash. It might
be expected that this would have alerted the crew in time to take some action even
though low freeboard vessels of this size would regularly take seas onto their decks
in normal operation. However, on the night in question there was no moon and
conditions would likely have been very dark. Furthermore, the seas were slight
and any change in the “feel” of the vessel’s motions (such as sluggishness in response
t o waves) may not have been discernible.

For this length of ship and the range of angles considered the trim angle in degrees roughly equals
the corresponding trim expressed in metres between perpendiculars.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
Possible damage scenarios considered have included combinations of flooding of the
double bottom tanks, the forward deep water ballast tank, the lower fore-peak tank,
and the cargo hold. The flooding of the forward store and the upper fore-peak tank
have been excluded from consideration since evidence of implosion suggests that
these were largely empty prior to the final plunging. On the basis of flooding
simulations performed the following conclusions were made:Breaching of any combination of bottom tanks alone would not have caused the
“Rema” to sink. Flooding of the hold must also, or alternatively, have been
involved.
Flooding of the hold alone, without damage to any of the bottom tanks, would
have led to plunging by the head and would have required the ingress of about
700 tonnes of water to do so.
The calculated simulations of sinking support the physical evidence from the
wreck in that, whatever the actual extent of initiating damage to the hull within
the scenarios considered possible, the “Rema” would have sunk by plunging by
the head without capsizing.
Overall, it would appear that the “Rema” would have to have taken on board of
the order of at least 500 tonnes of flood-water to overcome her buoyancy and
result in her sinking. If a nominal breach (or number of breaches) in the outer
skin having a total area of
is considered for reference purposes, flooding to
cause sinking could have taken in the region of 12 to 36 hours depending on the
location of the hole(s) and the number of compartments breached.

Of the flooding scenarios considered, those involving severe asymmetrical
damage are considered less likely since the heel angles developing early could
reasonably have been expected to have alerted the crew in time for them to have
taken some action.

It is plausible that the flooding leading to the sinking of the “Rema” involved no
heeling and only relatively small changes in trim in the early stages which, when
combined with the conditions on the night in question, may have contributed to
the crew not being alerted until it was too late.

Report Prepared By:-

John G.L. Aston
Staff Naval Architect
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Item
Lightweight + basic
Cargo
Constant
Departure Condition

Weight
(tonnes)

94.65

1554

VCG

Vmom

Lmom

(4

(m)

2.280
2.428

LCG

1710.957
1846.000
215.802
-3772.759

1350.426

From Stability Booklet
hydrostatics Known
Calculated
Estimated f r o m likely distribution of cargo in hold
Estimated at 0.6 x depth of hull to main deck

Table la. Estimated Casualty Condition:- Mean Draught 3.3m, Trim -0.1m

Item
Lightweight + basic
Cargo
Constant
Departure Condition

SB

Weight
(tonnes)

VCG

536.35sB

3.190 sB

-7.35

2.280
2.438

Vmom

(m)

1710.957
1846.000
-16.785
3540.199

LCG
(m)

Lmom

2144.604

From Stability Booklet
From hydrostatics Known
Calculated
Estimated from likely distribution of cargo in hold
Estimated at 0.6 x depth of hull to main deck

Table lb. Estimated Casualty Condition:- Mean Draught 3.12m, Trim -0.36m
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Video Enhancements

ANNEX 7
Summary and explanation of image enhancement
techniques used in this report
Summary
T h e images presented in this report have been digitally captured from SVHS video tapes as single
frames, or multiple and superimposed frames. They have been enhanced by a n initial de-interlacing of
the video scan lines, followed by despeckling and then contrast optimisation. Secondary
enhancements of the image have attempted to extract contrast details within specific regions of
interest in order to obtain the maximum information held by the images. Detailed enlargements have
been made by extracting sub-regions from particular frames and expanding the images by resampling
them at higher spatial resolution (typically between 300-600 pixels per inch). Line drawings are
presented as a guide to features of particular interest within the images or their enhanced versions.
Explanation of the images are given in text accompanying the images and their enhancements.
Explanation of image enhancement techniques
Three main enhancement techniques have been used in this report.

1. Contrast equalisation: alters contrast within images to maximise contrast gradients.
2. Edge detection: first order differentials highlight the maximum gradients in contrast: second order
differentials highlight maximum changes in gradients between contrast. Both processes are used to
contour edges, which highlight contrast differences within regions of interest.
3. Difference image: this is used when a region of interest is imaged and illuminated from adjacent
positions, causing variation of lighting. Surface morphology casts shadows or causes bright reflections,
which in turn vary under different lighting conditions. Comparison of different views of the same
region of interest require those images to be similarly scaled and corrected for any possible perspective
changes. Difference images of views of the same region of interest, but under differing lighting
conditions, highlighting changes in surface morphology as bright or dark regions that persist when the
two views are merged.

Dr Bramley J. Murton
Consultant image analyst
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